ACCESS & HABITAT PROGRAM
Regional Advisory Council Project
Proposal Review

ODFW Region / A&H Regional Council: Northeast Region / Northeast Council
Project Proposal Title: Zumwalt Prairie Elk Hazing and Habitat Protection
Applicants(s): Wallowa Resources- Mark Porter
Date of Council Review: July 14, 2012
Type of Project: Access

Habitat X

X

Other Damage X__

Motion: Vicki McClaran moved to approve the project as proposed; Shawn Bingaman seconded.
Council Member

Position

Vote

VACANT

Chairman

N/A

Vicki McClaran

Landowner Representative

Yes

Shawn Bingaman

Landowner Representative

Yes

Larry Snyder

Landowner Representative

Absent

Morgan Olsen

Hunter Representative

Absent

Scott Spears

Hunter Representative

Absent

John Groupe

Hunter Representative

Yes

Disposition of Vote: Quorum not met - 3:0
Project Strengths:
• This project will increase hunter access to private lands, increase hunting opportunities
for elk hunters, reduce big game damage to private lands, and protect native rangelands
for future use by livestock and elk alike.
• There is a very strong contingency of private landowners who want to see this project be
a success.
• This project will redistribute elk back onto public lands where they will be more readily
available to the general public - both for consumptive and non-consumptive users.
• In a unit that is 48% public lands, this project will provide “By-Permission” hunting
opportunities for hunters who would otherwise have a very difficult time finding
opportunities to hunt.
• The project uses an excellent source of matching funds from all project partners; only
24% of the total project costs would come from A&H funds.
Project Concerns:
• None
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Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
3406 Cherry Avenue NE
Salem, OR 97303
I/We, Wallowa Resources and ODFW Enterprise Field Office of Enterprise, Oregon, hereby make
application for financial assistance under the terms and conditions of the Access and habitat program
in the amount of $ 32,000. The total cost of the project is $ 134,500, as shown in the Project Cost
Estimate section of this document.
I/We understand that if this project is approved for funding by the Oregon Fish and Wildlife
Commission, before we receive project funds we will be required to:
•

Sign a Grant Agreement containing the terms and conditions upon which funds will
be released including submission of necessary permits;

•

Obtain landowner and maintenance agreements if needed;

•

Sign a certification to comply with state, federal and local regulations if needed;

•

Submit a completion report to the Board on project performance.

I/We understand that if this application results in an access grant, ODFW will publicize my/our
name, address and telephone number for the purpose of helping hunters locate private lands that
may be open to hunting.
I certify that either:
 I am the sole landowner of the Property where the Access and Habitat Project will occur
X I am an authorized representative of the landowner of the Property where the Access and
Habitat Project will occur.
 I am leasing the Property from the landowner and the lease allows me to enter into this
agreement.
 I have the legal authority to enter into a grant agreement for this Access and Habitat project
because:
(fill in details – for example: the project is on three parcels; one is owned by me, one is owned
by my wife, and one is owned by our family farm business).
Grantee Signature: Mark Porter

Date: May 24, 2012

Position: Watershed Stewardship Program Manager
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ACCESS & HABITAT PROGRAM
Application for Grant Funds
1.

Project Title: Zumwalt Prairie Elk Management and Habitat Protection

2.

Applicant: Wallowa Resources 501(c)(3) for the Zumwalt Landowner Elk Management
Group and ODFW Enterprise Field Office
Address: 401 NE 1st St., Suite A
City/State/Zip: Enterprise, OR 97828

3.

Phone: 541-426-8053 ext. 23

Signature: Mark Porter

Date: May 24, 2012

Signature: Vic Coggins

Date: May 24, 2012

Location: ODFW Northeast Region
ODFW Region / Watershed District / WM Unit: NE OR/Snake Imnaha/ Chesnimnus
County: Wallowa

4.

Township/Range/Section See Attached Map 1

Type of Project (check):
Habitat Improvement
Other (specify)

X

Access

X

Damage X

5.

Number of Acres of Habitat to be Improved: 116,600

6.

Number of Acres of Access to be Provided: 92,000 (By permission, see Map 2)

7.

Proposed Start Date: September 2012

8.

Estimated Cost of Project: $134,500

9.

Access and Habitat Fund Request: $32,000

10.

Briefly explain what the project proposes to do:
Mitigate impacts of elk herds on Zumwalt grasslands and fences by decreasing elk use of
Zumwalt private lands through increased hunting and private land hunting access and through
hazing (as needed) by ODFW, modify fencing to reduce elk injury and fence damage, capitalize
on three years of success of Zumwalt Landowners Elk Management Group, and monitor the
effectiveness of our actions.

Note: Filing of this application does not guarantee acceptance of the proposal nor any portion thereof.
Applicants whose projects are approved by the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission will be notified
by mail.
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Background: (Describe the wildlife habitat and/or access challenge or opportunity this
project will address.)
Zumwalt prairie provides a rich resource for livestock grazing and a wide variety of wildlife
habitat in a rare native bunchgrass prairie setting (Photo 1 attached). Elk and hunting
management have long been challenges on the Zumwalt prairie. However, in recent years elk
numbers have increased so substantially that area ranchers are feeling overwhelming pressure on
their forage and fences and are hard pressed to come up with solutions. There is also evidence
that high elk numbers are inhibiting hardwood shrub recruitment and regeneration in areas not
grazed by livestock, and putting additional pressure on shrub resources in areas that are grazed
with livestock (Taylor and Arends, 2012 - attached). ODFW Super Cub Aircraft Counts (Table 1,
attached) of elk distribution in the Chesnimnus Unit from 1990 to 2011 show almost a six-fold
increase in numbers on the prairie (586 to 3483). This is explained by increasing herd numbers
overall but also by a shift in where the elk are within the unit. On average between 1990 and 2002
19% of the Chesnimnus herd resided on the Zumwalt Prairie. Between 2003 and 2011 an average
of 59% of the Chesnimnus herd resided on Zumwalt (this figure excludes 2010 when no counts
were made). In 2011 %69 of the Chesnimnus herd was on Zumwalt. On May 14th 2012 (post
hazing) ODFW counted 2352 head of elk on Zumwalt. This number is not available yet as a
percentage of the herd. Of the 2352 that were counted only 1795 were in the official hazing area
but there were 557 near the boundary on Long Ridge.
Speculation about why elk herds have shifted from using the canyon breaks on USFS lands in the
north end of the Chesnimnus unit to the Zumwalt prairie range from higher predation pressure in
the timbered areas and canyon winter range, lower livestock numbers on the National Forest to
help condition forage for wintering wildlife populations, the conversion of some Zumwalt
properties to conservation oriented ownership, to the natural instinct of elk to use open flat
ground. While all of these factors impact elk habitat use it is clear that without pressure for them
to do otherwise the trend will likely continue.
These high elk numbers have significant implications to the health of the prairie and to the forage
base that area ranchers rely on. Elk AUM’s are equivalent to 0.6 Cattle AUM’s (Montana State
University Extension Mont Guide, MT 200604 AG News, 1/07 pg. 1). 3,500 elk are akin to
turning out 2,100 head of cattle that jump fences (mostly) and go where they want when they
want. All grazing plans go out the window with this dynamic. Elk herds eat a large volume of
forage but they also extend the grazing season from early fall through to May and June. This type
of season long grazing pressure is very detrimental to maintaining native perennial bunchgrass
systems because it allows for little recovery time for the plants. This is especially true for early
maturing perennials like Sandberg’s bluegrass. Coincidentally, the thin soiled areas favored by
Sandberg’s are also a preferred habitat for invasive non-native annual grasses such as Medusahead
rye and ventenata and both are in known in the area. Many landowners have excluded riparian
areas with fences to enhance riparian habitat and in-stream conditions but these fences were
designed to keep cattle out – not elk.
Past History: (Describe any past Access & Habitat project, especially if the proposed
project deals with the same objectives.)
Elk and hunting management on the Zumwalt Prairie has been the subject of frustration for many
years. In the early 1990’s, landowners and ODFW implemented a hazing program that lasted for
approximately 3 years. Today, the Zumwalt area landowners have teamed up with ODFW, OSU
Extension, the Wallowa Whitman National Forest, The Nature Conservancy and Wallowa
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Resources (WR) managers to address this situation, forming the Zumwalt Landowner Elk
Management Group.
Recent management efforts that have already begun to address this problem are:
1. ODFW provided funding for and employed an Elk hazer during the spring of 2010.
2. The A&H board provided funds for the implementation of hazing on the prairie for winter
and spring of 2011through to spring 2012 (A&H Project 2010-31).
a. Hazing - results
i. Hazers track numbers of elk they see each day on the prairie both in and out
of the hazing area as well as the number of elk they move (see Figure 1 and
2 attached).
ii. The Nature Conservancy increased the number of acres where hazing can
occur (Monument Ridge). Combined with hazing on public lands allowed
by ODFW and the USFS there is a total of total 36,000 new acres. Hazing
on USFS lands just north of the private land keeps elk moving beyond the
actual edge of the prairie (versus the property boundary) and should
decrease potential pressure on those permitted grazing lands. These are
critical areas to help make the hazing program more effective because it
reduces the refuges in the heart of the Zumwalt.
3. The Zumwalt landowners worked with ODFW to increase tags and access on private lands
for the antlerless hunts on Zumwalt Prairie. These tags have increased from 44 in 2009 to
262 projected in 2012 (including three Zumwalt hunts, the Crow-Pine Creek hunt, and the
Chesnimnus youth hunt; not including LOP tag exchange or emergency hunts) and 340
projected tags in 2013 including more acres of private land over a longer period of time.
4. 21 private landowners and the Wallowa Whitman National Forest encompassing almost
116,600 acres (almost half the total land in the entire project area) participated in 20102012. Zumwalt landowners created and used a formal permission slip (see Exhibit
1attached).
5. The participating Zumwalt landowners:
a. Increased hunting access to their lands during the 2011 seasons. 17 of the 21
participating landowners provided the following hunting opportunities:
i. 6 properties allowed anyone who called to hunt but did not track the
number of people who called.
ii. Approximately 244 regular season hunters were allowed to hunt on private
lands.
iii. 63 LOP tag hunters (some on 2 for 1 exchanges).
b. Greatly increased communication among themselves and area wildlife and agency
managers. Increased their commitment to allowing and managing hunting and
hazing elk (11 meetings of the group during the grant period).
c. Left more gates open and removed salt and mineral sources as they left the prairie.
d. Have been encouraged to:
i. Acquire the list of Zumwalt hunters and invite them to their property.
ii. Patrol during hunting seasons and assist hunters in having a success.
iii. Make their phone number available to hunters.
e. Have agreed to use some these funds to provide assistance with fence damage from
increased elk numbers and management activities with non-participating neighbors
to help resolve conflicts.
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f. Though not measured, area landowners who are not participating in the program
have apparently increased the amount of hunting they allow and open their own
gates etc.
Project Objectives:
(a)

What are the objectives of the proposed project?

The objectives of the project are to:
1) Mitigate the impact of large elk herds on the Zumwalt Prairie native grass forage base and
fences by:
a. Reducing herd numbers through increased hunting and hunting access on private
lands.
b. Moving the large majority of elk herds off the Zumwalt prairie as needed through
winter hazing by ODFW staff, who will:
i. track hazing activities with daily logs and GPS units and photos.
ii. track elk movement and sightings on daily maps.
c. Identify and modify hazardous fencing and chronic problem areas to be more
wildlife friendly and to reduce future fence repair costs for landowners (WR staff).
2) Improve habitat conditions on historic winter and spring/fall transitional ranges in the
Snake River and Joseph Creek Breaks by implementing habitat improvement projects (i.e.
weed control, burning, and forest management for elk forage) with USFS and Partners.
3) Maintain and/or increase the level of landowner participation in the Zumwalt Landowners
Elk Management Group. On a landscape that is 95% privately owned, landowner
cooperation with each other and ODFW is essential for effective elk management.
4) WR staff will monitor the impact of management activities (track elk use, hunt statistics,
fence damage, landowner participation, etc.).
This proposal intends to promote a culture of cooperative effort for effective elk management on
the Zumwalt Prairie in the long term.
Table 1: Action Plan
Goal
Objective
Strategy
Actions

Strategy
Action

Objective
Strategy
Action

Mitigate the impacts of elk herds on the Zumwalt Prairie forage base and fencing
 Decrease elk use of the Zumwalt Prairie and increase use on historic winter range - public lands
o Increase hunting pressure on private lands
 Obtain participation in the hunting programs from the majority of area landowners.
 Maintain a list for hunters with contact information for landowners who give elk
hunting access
 Produce and mail a newsletter to potential hunters reporting the successes of the
last hunting season and access opportunities for the upcoming season
 Advertise success of last hunt and access for upcoming season through local media
 Provide signs to landowners for property boundary fences and gates
 Consider coordinated hunting and or efforts across ownerships
o Continue hazing as needed (by ODFW staff)
 Haze elk January 15 (post hunting season) through ~ May 1, 2013 depending on elk
presence, weather conditions, and landowner inputs
 Dollars not used for hazing will be made available to the landowner elk friendly
fence material cost share fund.
 Modify fencing to reduce elk damage
o Provide materials to landowners for wildlife friendly fencing projects
 Continue to utilize Landowner/Agency Fencing Committee to rank applications
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Strategy
Action

and distribute informational materials
Seek funding for wildlife friendly fencing
Provide 50% of materials cost up to $1,000 (or as funds allow) for elk friendly
fence material for landowners on Zumwalt

Provide labor for fence protection and improvements (WR Staff)
 Remind and help landowners to open gates to decrease damage
 Elk friendly fences reduce herd stress and pair separation problems
 Document fence as it occurs
 Assist landowners in locating and fixing elk damaged fence before turnout
Maintain or increase level of landowner participation in cooperative effort
o Demonstrate effectiveness of effort
 Organize and facilitate meetings
 Communicate success to maintain participation and recruit new landowners
o

Objective
Strategy
Action



Table 2: Monitoring Plan (WR staff and partners)
Goal
Objective
Strategy
Action Steps

Strategy
Action Steps
Strategy
Action Steps
Objective
Strategy
Action Steps
Objective
Strategy
Action Steps

(b)

Measure impact of actions in terms of meeting objectives
 Monitor level of elk use of the Zumwalt Prairie
o Increase elk monitoring
 Continue elk monitoring flights to assess elk location and numbers Pre hunt, post
hunt, and post haze in addition to ODFW regular spring counts.
 Elk crew tracks elk numbers and distribution
 NRCS will establish range condition and utilization plots to measure use/impact
and begin to outline pasture improvement work that they can support
 Produce report illustrating flight data and elk location changes over time
o Report on elk use over the fall winter and spring to inform future management decisions
 Record data on the number of elk seen in the hazing area, out of the hazing area,
specific locations of elk, and the number of elk moved August through May.
 Produce a report illustrating elk number and location data and changes over time
o Report on hunter access levels
 Record hunter access data on lands associated with this project
 Produce report illustrating levels of hunter access and changes over time
 Monitor the level of elk damage to fencing
o Report on elk damaged fence observed
 Record data on observations of elk-damaged fence
 Produce report illustrating level of elk-damaged fence observed
 Monitor the level of landowner participation in cooperative effort
o Report on the level of landowner participation
 Record number and manner of landowner participation

How will the project benefit wildlife habitat and/or public access?

The project will help address livestock/wildlife conflicts on the Zumwalt Prairie. Range
conditions will be improved by decreasing season long grazing. Ongoing weed control (in kind
activities) for such species as Medusahead Rye, Whitetop, and Meadow Hawkweed, and
restoration work to improve desirable perennial plant cover will also continue to help protect and
maintain native rangelands. Replacing problem fences with wildlife friendly fences will make the
habitat safer for elk – especially young calves.
This project will improve and increase hunting access to the area by providing means for hunters
to contact landowners and for landowners to contact hunters. Hazing elk as needed onto public
lands will allow hunters to access these animals as they spread onto public lands of the
Chesnimnus unit. Hunter access and success should improve on Zumwalt due to the actions of the
group to publicize high success rates from 2011 season.
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If additional funding becomes available and when landowners see fit, Wallowa Resources will
work in concert with ODFW and OSU Extension to provide topographic maps for landowners
showing their pasture and property boundaries. Landowners can share these with hunters.
Landowner identification signs for property boundary fences and gates will be strongly
encouraged for all participating landowners.
(c)

If damage related, how will the project alleviate/eliminate the problem?

This project will also help to maintain the critical livestock forage base on the Zumwalt prairie by
reducing the impact of elk. This project will alleviate elk damage in the short term by moving elk
away from the targeted area thereby reducing grazing pressure and shortening the season of
utilization allowing perennial grasses to recoup root reserves. We hope to maintain this program
long enough to re-habituate elk to using the more traditional wintering areas on National Forest
Lands in the north end of the Chesnimnus unit.
Project Location: See attached Map 1 - illustrating project area the location in context of
towns and major highway
Procedure: Specifically describe how the project will be conducted--use separate pages for
additional information, drawings or pictures.
Hunting
The primary focus of this project is to decrease elk use of the Zumwalt Prairie by increasing the
number of hunters on the Zumwalt and the amount of hunter access provided on private lands.
Hunting employs a free labor source and generates funding through license and tag fees for further
management. Hunting is a sustainable management technique for elk.
In 2011, 242 of 262 (92%) total authorized Chesnimnus antlerless elk tags were sold. To fill the
number of tags authorized for 2012 this group will advertise the successes of the new 2011 hunts
as well as access opportunities for the upcoming season through local media (newspaper and
radio). To facilitate hunter access to private lands, WR staff will encourage all participating
landowners to make their contact information available and will collect and develop a list with
contact information for landowners who allow elk hunting on their property, and make this list
accessible to ODFW and tag holders.
In order to maintain high success rates for Chesnimnus antlerless elk hunts (~75% in 2011), it is
necessary that we maintain or increase the level of private land access provided to hunters.
Communication between landowners on the value of hunter access for elk management is the
primary means of making lands accessible. The Zumwalt Landowner Group supports this
communication by organizing meetings and by reaching out to landowners to involve them in
Zumwalt elk management discussions.
This project has provided a private land elk hunting scenario in which ODFW feels comfortable
with increasing antlerless elk tag numbers. The group will work to ensure all authorized tags are
sold by maintaining or increasing the level of private lands access. The prospect of increasing the
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number of antlerless elk hunters, while maintaining a high average success rate, presents an
attractive long-term strategy for managing elk numbers on the Zumwalt. The group will also
explore alternative ways to manage hunting (i.e. cooperative guided hunts) that could further
increase access and harvest rates.
Hazing
The hazing program on the Zumwalt is a valuable complimentary strategy to increased hunting
(see Figure 1 and Figure 2). Hazers employed by ODFW Enterprise office will work to manage
elk herds and landowner concerns on the Zumwalt area. Hazing efforts will be designed as much
as is possible to move elk north onto public lands. Hazing will be done in a low stress manner to
improve impact and to protect herd health, fences, and resources.
Hazers will use ATV’s and trucks primarily to get to and from elk hazing locations but may use
them as hazing vehicles as appropriate. Hazers may also ride horses as appropriate. Hazers will
use daily logs, GPS units and area maps, as well as digital cameras to document their daily
activities, elk presence, movements, problem areas, & fence damage. Information will be
provided to partners and funders in a timely manner.
Fencing
This project will use multiple funding sources to provide fence materials to landowners for
wildlife friendly fences thereby reducing fence damage and make them more wildlife friendly.
NRCS specs and the guide “A Landowners Guide to Wildlife Friendly Fences: How to Build
Fence with Wildlife in Mind” (Paige C, 2008) will be followed. Problem areas with chronic
damage and high reoccurring repair costs will be prioritized. The Zumwalt Landowner group will
solicit applications for materials from landowners and utilize the newly formed landowner
Fencing Committee to rank applications and distribute materials. The committee will also work
with NRCS and SWCD staff to coordinate interagency efforts and to provide consistent
parameters. The committee is currently developing criteria but will at least consider the following
in their evaluation: location, chronic nature of problem, likelihood of success, alternative options,
and the cost of the proposed change.
Fencers will provide labor for fence protection, opening gates (where permitted),documenting
damaged fence prior to hazing, and spending approximately two to three weeks in the spring after
hazing and before turnout assisting landowners in locating and fixing fences where elk movements
have knocked them down.
Permits: Have all of the appropriate permits been secured or applied for?
Yes – a hazing permit may be issued to individual landowners if requested. No other permits are
required. However, ODFW staff will haze elk for group as needed. Written permission of all
landowners is acquired before access is given for hunting or hazing.
Scheduling: What is the estimated project schedule?
(a)

Habitat Work Start Date: January 2013
Habitat Work Completion Date: July 2013
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(b)

Access Agreement Start Date: August 2012
Access Agreement End Date: January 2013

(c)

List major project activities and time schedule for each.

Activity
Zumwalt Landowner Group Meetings
Develop Landowner Contact List
Advertise Hunting Successes/Opportunities
Provide Boundary Signs
Aerial Elk Count # 1
Youth Hunt
Crow-Pine Cr Hunt
ODFW Hires Hazers
Zumwalt Hunt No 1
Zumwalt Hunt No 2
Zumwalt Hunt No 3
Aerial Elk Count # 2
ODFW hazing as needed
WR monitoring of elk numbers as needed
Seek additional funding
Solicit Fence Material Applications
ODFW Aerial Elk Count
Distribute Fencing Materials
Aerial Elk Count # 3
Fencing Crews Assist Repairs
Project Evaluation and Monitoring Results

Time (month/year)
On-going
July 2012
July or Aug 2012
On-going
Aug or Sept 2012
Aug – Dec 2012
Sept 2012
Nov 2012
Nov 2012
Dec 2012 and Jan 2013
Dec 2012 and Jan 2013
Jan 2013
Jan – April 2013
Jan – April 2013
On-going
Feb 2013
Feb or March 2013
March 2013
May 2013
May 2013
June 2013

Participation: (Will other organizations participate in the project? If so, list and describe
participation, and attach letters of commitment or verification of grant awards. You do
not need to include individuals.)
Participant
Zumwalt landowners

Activity
Provide hunting and hazing access & help, monitor
and repair fences and elk impact, provide input on all
aspects of project implementation and impact.

Wallowa Resources

Project coordination, landowner group
communications, outreach to hunters, produce signs
and maps, manage grant funds, fundraising, fence
monitoring and repair, reporting, aerial and ground
elk counts as needed.
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ODFW

Manage hunts and check hunters, provide elk hazers
as needed, provide expertise regarding management
decisions and monitoring efforts. Provide an ATV
for hazers.

OSU extension

Assist with project coordination, outreach and
monitoring.

The Nature Conservancy

Provide hunting and hazing access, assist with
finding project funding, and provide a trailer for
hazers.

Wallowa Whitman National Forest

Work to improve elk habitat in the northern part of
the Chesnimnus unit. Implement RMEF funded
controlled burn in the Summit Creek area. Allow
and monitor hazing on selected National Forest lands
(~1 mile north of private federal boundary).

Wallowa County NRCS

Provide expertise and labor for installation of
monitoring plots. Educate landowners on native
grassland management. Explore opportunities to
improve pasture and grazing management.

Wallowa County SWCD

Cost share for construction, coordination, and
inspection of wildlife friendly fences.

Funding:
(a)

List other sources and amount of project funds (include in budget).

Wallowa Resources (Elk -projected)
Wallowa Resources (Weeds-projected)
OSU Extension (In-Kind confirmed)
ODFW (In- Kind confirmed)
TNC (projected)
Wallowa Whitman NF (RMEF burn - confirmed)
Wallowa SWCD (Projected)
`
NRCS (Projected)
(b)

$12,500
$30,000
$ 3,000
$10,000
$12,000
$8,000
$20,000
$7,000

Have any conditions been placed on the funds listed in (a) which may
affect the completion of the project? If so, identify and explain.

No conditions have been placed on any other funds.
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Project Maintenance and Monitoring:
(a) Who will maintain the project and fund long-term maintenance and/or
operation if needed?
The Zumwalt Landowner Elk Management group along with Wallowa Resources, ODFW, and
OSU extension will monitor this project for 5 years or until the project becomes unnecessary. By
supporting a cooperative effort, this project will contribute to the development of working
relationships among landowners and participating agencies. These working relationship are the
foundation of a cooperative culture which allows for effective long-term management across a
privately owned landscape.
(b) What element(s) of the project will be monitored, how often, for how long?
This project will monitor the level of elk use on the Zumwalt, the level of elk damage to fencing,
and the level of landowner participation in the cooperative effort.
We will implement 3 elk monitoring flights over the Zumwalt (in addition to the annual ODFW
flight over the Chesnimnus Unit to assess survival) to assess elk location and numbers. One of
these flights will occur prior to the rifle hunts, then again at the end of the hunts, and finally post
hazing in April/May.
Hazers and fencers will record data on the number of elk seen in the hazing area and out of the
hazing area, specific locations of elk, and the number of elk moved (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).
They will also record data on observations of elk damaged fence.
The Zumwalt landowner group will record hunter access data on lands associated with this project
- including number of hunters and acres of access. They will also report on the number of
landowners participating in the effort and the associated acres of private land. This project will
produce reports illustrating current levels of elk use, fence damage, and hunter access and
landowner participation and trends in these data sets over time.
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Project Cost Estimate

(Provide as much detail as possible)
Category

A&H Funds

Administration
Personnel
Benefits (~13%)

$12,180 *
$1,820 *

Personnel (ODFW) $5,600
elk hazing
Total
$19,600

Other Funds1
$36,975
$5,525

Total Cost
$49,155
$7,345
$5,600

$ 42,500

$ 62,100

$20,000

$20,000

Construction Materials2
SWCD Fence Material Cost Share

Fence Materials

$ 8,400

$8,400

Contract Services3
USFS Wildlife Burn
Elk Flights
$1,500
Weed Control
Equipment4
Fuel /Travel

$2,500

$8,000
$ 30,000

$8,000
$1,500
$30,000

$2,000

$2,500

$102,500

$134,500

Access Payment

TOTAL COSTS
1
2
3
4

$32,000

List detail in funding (page 6).
Provide amounts and cost per unit.
Attach subcontractor estimates.
Individual pieces of equipment costing over $100.00.

* Includes all Wallowa Resources project activities: project coordination/administration,
hunter outreach, fence monitoring/repair, and aerial/ground elk counts
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Attachments
Map 1: Zumwalt Elk Management Project Area – Map shows the towns of Flora and Enterprise and
main highways. Blue line illustrates the historic canyon winter ranges in the Northern end of the
Chesnimnus hunting unit(elk habitat improvement zone). Yellow and black lines illustrate Zumwalt haze
and hunt areas in 2010 (black) and 2011/12 and 2013 in yellow. Green Shading are federal lands and
yellow is private timber land.

Zumwalt Prairie Elk Hazing and Habitat Protection
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Map 2: Map two shows private lands that are participating in the program on Zumwalt in blue
and those properties not participating in red. Hazing areas are outlined as above in Map 1.
Areas of participating private land are very close to 92,000 acres.

Zumwalt Prairie Elk Hazing and Habitat Protection
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Table 1: ODFW Chesnimnus Elk Distribution from Super Cub Aircraft Counts 1990-2011
Zumwalt

Rest of Unit

(Private land in Alder,
Pine, Butte and Trail
Creeks, Long Ridge)

Year

Counted Percent Counted Percent
2011
3483
69%
1580
31%
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990

No
Count

2488
1170
1980
1412
1927
1570
1162
553
701
635
97
485
318
542
511
537
218
495
316
586

62%
35%
64%
47%
78%
66%
50%
20%
33%
32%
5%
22%
14%
22%
20%
21%
6%
20%
11%
20%

1493
2126
1135
1588
552
826
1162
2180
1422
1338
1987
1730
1903
1637
1985
2055
3201
1945
2622
2361

38%
65%
36%
53%
22%
34%
50%
80%
67%
68%
95%
78%
86%
48%
80%
79%
94%
80%
89%
80%
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Figure 1: Graphs show the average number of elk seen and moved in 2011 versus 2011/12. “In Haze Area” refers to the area
shown in black on Map 1 (the 2011 Hazing Area). We hazed throughout the larger area (shown in yellow on Map1) during the
2011/12 season but we only compared the hazing area common to both years. Note the sharp decrease in the average number of elk in
the hazing area between years. Though there are numerous elk nearby, illustrated by the total number seen, they aren’t in the hazing
area.
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Figure 2: This chart compares the number of elk seen in and out of the 2011/12 hazing area (shown in yellow on Map 1 above). From
the data in figure 2 above, the average total number of elk seen per day is almost 1400 head. Aerial surveys for elk between
December and February show that there were at least 2800 elk near the hazing area. Aerial Counts post hazing this spring showed just
over 2400 still on Zumwalt. It is clear that the hazing effort has kept most of the elk out of the targeted area. Note the declining trend
of the number of elk seen in the hazing area (blue line).
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Photo 1: Elk herd on the Zumwalt Prairie this winter 2011. Elk are being hazed but moving
slowly.
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Too Many Hungry Mouths to Feed?
An Assessment of the Impacts of Elk, Deer, and Cattle Herbivory on Aspen and
Deciduous Shrubs on the Zumwalt Prairie
Robert V. Taylor1 & Lawrie Arends
The Nature Conservancy
Northeast Oregon Field Office
Enterprise, OR 97828

Abstract
We conducted an assessment of current and past ungulate browse levels and their effects on aspen and
shrub recruitment on the Nature Conservancy’s Zumwalt Prairie Preserve in Northeastern Oregon (USA).
Browse levels of aspen, serviceberry, and hawthorn were assessed at 65 sites via examination of plant
architecture; 96% of individuals outside of ungulate-resistant exclosures showed evidence of recent
intense browsing. Browse levels were also examined via measurement of the heights of live vs dead,
browsed stems (i.e., live-dead index) in areas that included both complete ungulate exclusion (n=6),
areas not grazed by cattle (n=5) but accessible to elk and deer, and areas grazed seasonally livestock
and used by wild ungulates (n=8). Negative values in all areas except those totally excluded indicate that
intense browse limits shrubs and aspen and that elk and/or deer are the primary, proximate,
contemporary causes. Finally, we estimated the ages of 10 serviceberry, 38 hawthorn and >2000 aspen
stems to examine periods of recruitment over the past 100 yr. These results suggest that recruitment was
strong until the 1960s when aspen recruitment began to decline followed by a decline in hardwood shrubs
in the 1980s. At present recruitment of aspen, hawthorn, and serviceberry is near zero when not
protected from all ungulates. However, while fencing appears to allow for some recruitment and growth,
its viability as a long-term, large-scale strategy is not certain.

Introduction
The Zumwalt Prairie in northeastern Oregon is the largest known relic of a once
extensive Pacific Northwest Bunchgrass grassland (Tisdale 1982, Bartuszevige et al. in
press). Within this grassland ecosystem, scattered stands of quaking aspen (Populus
tremuloides) and deciduous shrubs constitute just a small fraction of the landscape but
provide habitat for an array of biodiversity greatly disproportionate to their abundance
(Turchi et al. 1995). These areas are also a critical habitat component for species such
as Columbian sharp-tailed grouse(Tympanuchus phasianellus columbianus; Hoffman
and Thomas 2007). Aspen and many deciduous shrub species are highly palatable to
ungulates, including domestic cattle (Bos taurus), elk (Cervus elaphus), and deer
1
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(Odocoileus spp.) and also provide cover during periods of harsh weather and during
calving season (ODFW, 2006).
Aspen and shrub species have evolved with and are adapted to ungulate use, however,
improper management of cattle, or an over-abundance of ungulates, especially elk, can
significantly degrade populations (Baker et al. 1997). Light to moderate browsing of
plant species allows for growth to develop from the previous year’s growth segment.
However, intense herbivory can cause death to entire annual segments and plants may
fail to grow to heights allowing them to escape chronic browse (Keigley and Frisina,
2008). Although aspen and shrubs have evolved in the context of ungulate herbivory,
over browsing can lead to higher rates of mortality and sharp reductions in recruitment.
If excessive browsing persists for many years, a reduction in the species’ abundance
may result.
When the Nature Conservancy (TNC) acquired the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve in 2000,
staff noticed that many of the aspen stands on the preserve had been damaged by
rubbing of elk and deer (Odocoileus hemionus) and observed few young stems above
browse height. To protect these stands, fences were built around many stands to
exclude cattle, elk and deer. Since 2000, the Conservancy has decreased cattle
stocking rates on the preserve by about 50%. Timing of grazing has also been adjusted
to reduce browse. Pastures having significant aspen or shrub cover are grazed earlier in
the season when when cattle have strong preference for grasses over shrubs (Parsons
et al. 2003). However, the number of elk in the area has increased substantially over the
same period of time. Spring counts of elk made by the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife indicate that numbers on the Zumwalt Prairie increased sharply from 20002009 (ODFW, unpublished data).
Although anecdotal evidence suggests that cattle, elk, and deer are negatively
impacting aspen and shrub communities of the Zumwalt Prairie, no objective data have
been available to substantiate this notion or to document the extent to which overuse by
ungulates might be harming these important areas. To address this deficiency we
initiated a study to document levels of browse that were occurring on the preserve and
how ungulate browse has affected the regeneration of aspen stands. Specifically, we
sought answers to three questions: (1) How intense is browsing on aspen and
deciduous shrub communities? (2) Are the exclosures that have been built to protect
aspen/shrub areas serving their intended purpose? and (3) How have rates of
recruitment of aspen and other shrubs varied in the past 100 yr and what do these
patterns suggest with respect to factors limiting recruitment of these plant species?
To answer these questions we examined the intensity of browse on aspen and three
deciduous shrub species – hawthorn (Crataegus douglasii), serviceberry (Amelanchier
alnifolia) and chokecherry (Prunus virginiana) - within and outside of fenced exclosures
on TNC’s Zumwalt Prairie Preserve by observing shrub architecture (Keigley 1997). We
also used independent measures of short-term browse levels to validate conclusions
made from the architecture data, to assess the extent to which cattle are contributing to
shrub browse patterns, and to provide baseline measures from which we could monitor
trends in browse over time (Keigley et al. 2002). We also examined patterns of
recruitment of aspen and shrubs across our study area. Using dendochronology, we
2
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measured the ages of aspen, serviceberry, and hawthorn stems at over 28 sites to
determine the age structure of populations (Larsen and Ripple 2003). Finally, we
estimated ages of every aspen stem above browse height to get a complete picture of
recruitment of that species.

Methods
Study Area
This study was conducted on the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve (ZPP) [117°39N, 45°319W],
a 13,600 acre privately owned conservation area in the northern portion of the Zumwalt
Prairie which is located in Wallowa County, northeast Oregon, USA (Figure 1). Although
the preserve consists of both steep, deeply incised “canyon” areas and upland plateau
of more gentle topography often referred to as “prairie”. Only the prairie portion of the
preserve, an approximately 7,200 ha area dominated by bunchgrass with scattered
shrub and aspen stand was utilized in this study. The bulk of the study area is grazed in
the summer and fall by beef cattle under a rotational grazing system. There are some
areas from which cattle have been excluded for 3-7 yr. In addition, tall “buck and pole”
fences have been built to protect 14 of the 27 aspen stands from elk, deer, and cattle.
The climate of the Zumwalt Prairie is characterized by cold, moist winters and warm, dry
summers. Average winter temperature, as measured in nearby Enterprise, OR was 3°C and average summer temperature was 16 °C from 1969-2000 (Western Regional
Climate Center 2011). Total yearly precipitation averaged 50 cm, though only 13.5 cm
fell during the main growing season (May-July). In a typical year only 59 summer days
have minimum temperatures below freezing. More information about the area can be
found in Barteszevige et al. (in press).
Assessing recent browse intensity via plant architecture
In the summer of 2010, we assessed the intensity of recent (<5 yr) browse by ungulates
of aspen, hawthorn, serviceberry, and chokecherry using methods of Keigley (1997).
We first identified areas having aspen or shrub cover using remote-sensed imagery
from the National Agricultural Imagery Program (United.States Department of
Agriculture 2006) . Within this area, we randomly selected 65 sites in areas known to
have shrub cover based on previous field visits. Of these sites, 57 were in pastures
grazed seasonally by cattle and which are used by wild elk and deer. Eight of the sites
were within fenced areas built from 2003-2009 to exclude cattle, elk and deer. One was
in an area where cattle were excluded but elk and deer had access.
A field observer navigated to the survey site using a handheld Global Positioning
System and observed all shrubs growing within 5m . Each individual was assigned to an
architectural class reflecting the intensity of browsing it had experienced in the past ca.
5 yr (Keigley 1997). In assigning each individual to a class, browse was considered only
for stems between 50 cm and 200 cm in height, i.e. those which were accessible to
ungulates. Stems < 50cm are generally buried under snow in the cold months and not
3
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available to browsers while those above 200 cm are above the reach of the tallest
ungulates, i.e., elk inhabiting the area. The architectural classes used were:
Uninterrupted (U) – Plants with straight stems resulting from growth in environment of
light to moderate browsing. Terminal leaders growing from previous years growth.
Arrested (A) – Short, hedge-like plants resulting from growth over many years with
intense browsing. Past browse results in death of complete annual segment with new
growth arising from older, lower stems below browse height.
Retrogressed (Rt) – Plant which grew uninterrupted in the past but has more recently
experienced intense browse. Older stems reach beyond browse height while new stems
have arrested architecture and do not reach beyond browse height.
Released (Rl) – Results from change in browsing pressure from intense to light –
moderate. Stems lower than browse height are crooked reflecting earlier arrested state.
Newer growth is uninterrupted and tallest stems are > 2m in height.

As different species or individuals within a species can experience different levels of
browse, more than one architecture class may exist for a species at a site. To
characterize the browse regime at a site, we combined data across all individuals of all
species at that site. Sites having stems of A and Rt architectures were classified as
having an “intense” browse history; sites having stems of U or Rl architectures were
classified as having a “low to moderate” browse history (Keigley 1997). As multiple
architectures could be observed at a site, categories were not mutually exclusive.
Assessing current browse intensity via the live-dead index
In 2011 a random subset of 19 sites were selected to monitoring browse trend over
time. Eight were grazed seasonally by cattle and also used by wild ungulates, 6 were
fenced to exclude cattle, elk and deer, and 5 were not grazed by cattle but were
accessible to elk and deer. At these sites we assessed recent browse activity (<2 yr)
using the live-dead (LD) index method of Keigley et al. (2002) by which a quantitative
measure of browse pressure is derived by measuring the difference between the height
of the tip of the tallest “twig cluster” (i.e., cluster of twigs killed by browse) and the height
of the base of the tallest current year’s growth segment (measured in cm).
At each site, three transects were established at 0, 120 and 240 directions and along
these transects, the LD index of two plants of each aspen, serviceberry, and hawthorn
was recorded. Multiple measures of a species at a site were averaged yielding a single
estimate for that species/site. We slightly modified the method to adapt it to the
architecture of our species of interest, using the height of the tip of the tallest branch
definitively killed by browse rather than the twig cluster. LD indices having values > 0
indicate that in recent years plants have been able to gain height while those < 0
indicate that plants are being reduced in height to to heavy browse.
To test whether browse intensity differed among sites exposed to different herbivores,
we averaged LD index values for each species at each site and then compared values
for each species across unfenced, cattle-excluded, cattle/elk/deer-excluded sites using
4
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a one way ANOVA or t-test to test for differences in browse intensity between unfenced,
cattle-excluded, cattle/elk/deer-excluded sites.
Determining periods of recruitment using dendrochronology
We randomly selected 29 of the 65 architecture inventory sites to study the history of
recruitment of aspen, serviceberry or hawthorn using dendrochonology. Only sites
having shrubs or aspen above the browse zone were considered (i.e., ≥ 2m in height).
Aspen cores were taken at a constant height of 100 cm; hawthorn and serviceberry
were cored at 35cm to ensure the core was taken from a single stem and not in an area
of branching. As serviceberry and hawthorn frequently have multi-branched stems, the
thickest stem was chosen for coring because it would provide the original establishment
age. When possible we took two samples from each size class (2-9cm, 10-19cm and
>20cm); if sites had less than six individuals of a given species, a core was taken from
each (Larsen and Ripple, 2003). A total of 102 cores were taken (19 serviceberry, 38
hawthorn and 45 aspen). Cores were dried and rings counted under a dissecting
microscope following standard dendrochronology techniques (Stokes and Smiley,
1968). An individual aspen or shrub might take several years to reach the height to
which the increment cores were taken, thus the number of rings counted did not equal
the complete age of the stem. To adjust for this we collected and aged saplings from
two herbivore-excluded sites to determine the average number of years it took to for
each species to attain “coring height” (Baker, et.al, 1997). For aspen it took 2.69 yr
(SD±0.75) to reach 1m. Serviceberry and hawthorn required 3.0±0.84 and 2 ±0.0 yr
(respectively) to reach coring height. Thus in estimating ages of cored stems we added
the appropriate value to the number of counted rings.
Because aspen are trees for which girth correlates well with age (Ripple and Larsen
2000) we used this relationship to estimate the ages of all aspen trees in the upland
prairie portion of the Zumwalt Prairie preserve. To do this we first modeled the
relationship between the dendrochonological age and stem diameter at 1m in height.
We then measured the diameter of all aspen stems over 2m in height in autumn of 2011
and used our function was to estimate the ages of those stems thus yielding an
estimated recruitment history for all aspen stems having grown beyond the reach of
browsers.

Results
Browse intensity across the prairie landscape
We made 158 observations of plant architecture across 65 sites, which included 50
serviceberry, 74 hawthorn, 24 chokecherry and 10 aspen trees (Table 1). Overall, 10%
of observed plants had uninterrupted (U) architecture. Uninterrupted plants accounted
for only 4% of observations outside of exclosures but were more common (39% of
observations) inside the fenced exclosures. Arrested (A) and retrogressed (Rt) plants,
those reflecting an intense browse regime, made up 96% of observations outside
5
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exclosures whereas within exclosures they accounted for only 60% of observations.
Hawthorn was the only species that occurred in the Rt form within exclosures.
Patterns of past browse history, as reflected by plant architecture,were generally similar
across plant species within and outside of exlosures. Hawthorn was more likely to be
found in Rt forms (46% outside vs 36% inside exclosures). Aspen and hawthorn were
never found in U form outside exclosures whereas for serviceberry and chokecherry
small numbers were found (5% and 14% respectively). Within exclosures aspen made
up the vast majority of the U type stems (67%). Despite its overall abundance, hawthorn
made up only 18% this architecture type which is indicative of a lower browse regime.
When architecture data were analyzed by site, only 1 of the 65 sites (within an
exclosure) was classified as having a low to moderate browse regime. Intense regimes
were observed for 86% of sites, including 7% of those within exclosures and 91% of
those outside. Eight sites were classified as having “mixed” regimes, i.e., both intense
and low-moderate. These comprised 38% of sites within exclosures but only 9%
outside.
Browse intensity assessed by live-dead index – what role do cattle play?
Observations of LD index were made for 192 individuals. All 19 sites had hawthorn
present, whereas aspen was found in only 9 sites (1 was grazed and accessible to wild
ungulates while the remainder were in complete exclosures). Serviceberry occurred at
15 of the sites and was well represented across all three fencing/exclosure types.
LD index values were mostly positive for all three species in areas where elk, deer, and
cattle were excluded; the average across all species in these total exclusion areas was
26.4 cm (Table 2; Figure 2). Within total exclusion areas, LD index values varied only
slightly among species (min = 23.4 for hawthorn; max = 34 for serviceberry). In areas
ungrazed by cattle but accessible to elk and deer mean LD index was -10.4, similar to
the average values for areas accessible to all ungulates (-11.9). Statistical comparisons
of LD index between exclosure types indicated that there were real differences in
browse intensity between site types for each of the three species (serviceberry F=8.635;
p=0.0066 [ANOVA]; hawthorn F=10.428, p=0.0013 [ANOVA]; aspen F=6.175, p=0.0419
[t-test], JMP 9.0, SAS Institute 2010). For serviceberry and hawthorn we also tested for
differences between sites where both wild ungulates and cattle were excluded and sites
where cattle were excluded but elk and deer had access. There was no difference in LD
index values between those sites indicating that browse levels remained high even in
areas that cattle had not grazed (serviceberry F=0.836, p=0.784; hawthorn F= 0.0001
p=0.9939; t-test; JMP 9.0, SAS Institute 2010).
Recruitment of aspen, hawthorn, and serviceberry from 1900-present
Increment cores were taken from 102 stems (Table 3). The oldest individuals of any
species were of aspen (max = 102 yr) though the aspen cohort with the greatest
number of stems was established in 1960-9; Figure 3). Only 14% of aspen stems were
< 40 yr in age and none were established from 1980-9). The oldest hawthorn stem was
92 yr in age but only 11% were > 50 yr old. The majority of hawthorn stems (61%) were
6
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established from 1960-1980. Recruitment was lower from 1980 until present (29%).
Serviceberry plants were generally younger than the other two species. While the mean
age of this species (36 yr ± 9) was similar to that of hawthorn (37 yr), the oldest
serviceberry was just 42 yr old. Nearly three-quarters of the individuals of this species
had established from 1960-9 after which rates declined from 1980-9. We found no
serviceberry plants that had established since 1990.
Our census of recruitment dates for 2049 aspen stems on the upland prairie revealed
patterns similar to those from the coring data although, because our data included
stems within and without ungulate exclosures, it provides an opportunity to compare
stands that have been protected from all ungulate herbivory for 5-8 yr with stands
exposed to elk, deer, and cattle herbivory. The best relationship of age to diameter at
core height (DCH) was determined to be the 3rd order polynomial equation Age =
17.697 + 2.48*DCH - 0.054*(DCH-17.751)^2 + 0.0003722*(DCH-17.751)^3 (JMP 9.0,
SAS Institute 2010). The oldest aspen were estimated to have established in 1913 with
recruitment peaking from 1950-60 but drastically slowing since (Figure 4). Virtually no
recruitment (<2% of stems) has occurred outside of exclosures in the past decade.
Within exclosures we found evidence of recent recruitment with 10% of stems having
initiated growth between 1990 and 200 and 36% since 2000.

Discussion
Our observations of plant architecture and measures of live-dead index revealed that
the vast majority of aspen, serviceberry, hawthorn, and chokecherry plants on the
preserve have been exposed to an intense browse regime in recent years. Age
structure data further suggests that excessive herbivory has been severely limiting
aspen and shrub recruitment for decades, thereby having a significant influence on the
amount and quality of shrub vegetation across the landscape. The only areas that seem
to have browse regimes compatible with aspen and shrub recruitment are tall, buckand-pole exclosures that have been built to prevent use of certain stands by elk, deer,
and cattle.
In recent years, our data indicate that elk and/or deer rather than cattle are having the
greatest effect on aspen and shrub recruitment. Live-dead index values were
consistently negative outside cattle/elk/deer exclosures indicating intense browse even
in areas where cattle have not been grazed for several years. Although cattle do not
seem to be contributing to intense browse on the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve, we caution
against extrapolating this finding to other areas of the Zumwalt Prairie where livestock
management and elk abundance may differ. The Nature Conservancy manages cattle
somewhat differently from most other land owners; stocking rates are generally lower
(approximately 0.36 animal units /ha) and cattle spend an average of 24 days in a
pasture which is shorter than the typical period. Also, the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve has
for decades sustained higher elk numbers than many other properties in the area and,
in fact, was once managed as a fee-only hunting reserve.
Whereas cattle numbers decreased in our study area over the past 10 yr, elk numbers
have sharply increased. Annual spring counts conducted by the Oregon Department of
7
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Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) estimate that the population increased from an average of
461 individuals (± 173 SD) during the 1990 to 2002 period to 1672 (± 486) during 20032009. Moreover, counts have exceeded 2000 every year since 2009. The issue of
overuse by elk has caught the attention of the local ranching community which resulted
in efforts to haze elk out of certain high use areas – including the western portion of our
study area in the winter of 2010-11. Adjustments have also been made by ODFW with
the hope of decreasing elk use of the Zumwalt Prairie which include the number of
hunting tags issued, increasing the number of hunting seasons, and working with
private landowners to increase hunting opportunities.
Although elk may be implicated in the overbrowsing that has occurred in recent years,
we can only speculate on what caused the drastic declines in recruitment which began
around 1960 for aspen and 1980 for serviceberry and hawthorn. During those years elk
were abundant regionally but were scarce on the Zumwalt Prairie (ODFW unpublished
data; V. Coggins, ODFW, pers. comm.). Cattle grazing was then, as it is now, the most
common use of the land and the study area encompassed several privately owned
ranches. But in decades prior, the area had witnessed many changes due to shifting
socio-economic circumstances and availability of heavy equipment (Bartuszevige et al.
in press). Heavy equipment made available after World War II spurred road building and
construction of range improvements. From 1938 to 1970, the number of artificial stock
watering ponds increased tenfold (Bartuszevige et al. in press). Increased access to
water, especially in the late summer and early fall, likely allowed for higher cattle
stocking rates and increased use in late summer and early fall both of which could have
negative consequences for aspen and shrubs. Whereas cattle prefer grass early in the
growing season, as these plants senesce their nutrition diminishes and animals switch
to eating woody plants such as hawthorn, serviceberry, and aspen.(Parsons et al.
2003).
Other factors may also have played a role. Aspen and deciduous shrubs tend to occur
in areas with springs or where deep snow drifts persist into late spring thus providing for
cooler temperatures and higher soil moisture than in other prairie sites. A warming or
drying climate could result in less snow and increased drought for many shrub and
aspen stands. Suppression of wildfires may also have played a factor in limiting
recruitment. Aspen and most shrub species are well- adapted to fire, which promotes
suckering and recruitment (Halofsky et al. 2008). Fire also kills conifers such as
ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) which directly compete with aspen and deciduous
shrubs in many locations. Although these factors may have had some influence on
declining aspen recruitment over the last 50 yr, the fact that aspen and shrubs can
thrive within exclosures suggest that these factors likely play at best a secondary role
after herbivory.
The persistence and re-generation of aspen and shrub stands is essential in conserving
the biodiversity of the Zumwalt Prairie. Columbian sharp-tailed grouse depend on the
existence of deciduous shrubs and/or aspen for over-winter survival. Because the
Zumwalt Prairie, and the area included in this study in particular, has been identified as
a critical area for the re-establishment of sharp-tailed grouse (Hansen et al. 2005), the
viability of that species directly depends on these plant communities. Aspen stands are
also one of the favored nest sites for raptors, especially Swainson’s hawk (Buteo
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swainsonii) (Cottrell 1981) and may also provide key habitat for bee species(Gonzales
et al. in review). While the decline of aspen and its significance for biodiversity has
received considerable attention, the importance of fruit-bearing shrubs such as
serviceberry and hawthorn are only more recently being recognized (Suthers et al.
2000).
At present, the only means for providing conditions conducive to the growth and
persistence of aspen and shrub stands is the building of costly deer/elk/cattle-resistant
fencing. Our observations of aspen recruitment indicate that these are the only areas
where significant recruitment has occurred in recent years. Field observations of these
areas indicate the presence of many “released” stems which show signs of heavy past
browse but recent vertical growth enabling them to attained heights of > 2m (R.V.
Taylor, pers. obs.). Photo-monitoring of aspen stands and riparian areas on the ZPP
provide additional corroboration for recruitment of aspen and shrubs in these areas
(Dingeldein and Taylor 2010, 2011; Figure 5). Interestingly, although the exclosures on
the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve were constructed only since 2002, we observed aspen
stems that emerged several years prior. Our data suggest that stems may persist up to
10 yr in an arrested state before dying. When fences were built and browse levels
decreased some of these stems were finally able to grow into small trees.
It is uncertain, however, whether the building of exclosures can be an effective strategy
for restoring and maintaining an adequate amount of shrub and aspen habitat on the
Zumwalt Prairie. Exclosures, while allowing for some recruitment, don’t always prevent
use by ungulates. We found that 60% of stems within exclosures ad arrested or
retrogressed architecture indicating that cattle, elk, or deer were able to penetrate the
fences. Fences require nearly constant maintenance in order to be effective and even
then wild ungulates may be able to cross them when snows are deep. Some types of
fences may be more effective than others. The majority of fenced exclosures on the
Zumwalt Prairie Preserve are of the “buck and pole” type which have been shown to be
less effective than some other styles (Strong et al. 2010). Thus, while exclosures have
been shown to be somewhat effective at small scales, it is still not clear that they can be
implemented at a scale commensurate with the browse problem.
In the future gray wolves (Canis lupus) may play a role in reducing herbivory on the
Zumwalt Prairie. Re-establishment of wolves has purportedly reduced elk numbers and
changed their behavior in ways that has allowed aspen, cottonwood, and willows in
Yellowstone National Park to recover after years of excessive browse (Beschta 2003,
Ripple and Beschta 2004). A pack of wolves was first observed in Wallowa County in
2009 and its den – located just 10 km from the eastern edge of the Zumwalt Prairie –
was confirmed by 2010. Since that time the pack, which has radio-collared individuals,
has been observed to travel through the ZPP and to prey on elk there. Whether the reappearance of wolves in northeast Oregon will have similar effects to those witnessed in
Yellowstone is not yet known as it will depend on many factors including their legal
status and how their numbers are managed by ODFW.
To assess whether browse levels decrease over time as management interventions are
implemented and as wolf populations become more established in the area, we
recommend revisiting the 19 monitoring sites established during this study annually for
9
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5 years. Finally, we recommend adding several more browse monitoring sites,
especially in areas that are not grazed by cattle and which have aspen present.
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Figures

Figure 1: Map showing location of Zumwalt Prairie in northeastern Oregon and the locations of aspen stands
and survey sites on The Nature Conservancy’s Zumwalt Prairie Preserve. Inventory data on past browse
regime of aspen and various hardwood shrubs were collected at 65 sites in 2010. Ages of aspen, hawthorn,
and serviceberry were examined at 29 dendochronology sites using increment cores. At 19 browse
monitoring sites, live-dead index data are collected yearly to detect changes in browse trend.
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Figure 2. Mean Live-Dead (LD) index (Keigley et al. 2002) values for quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides),
hawthorn (Crataegus douglasii), and serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia) at three types of sites: those fenced
to exclude cattle, elk, and deer (n = 8); sites where cattle are excluded but which are accessible to wild
ungulates (n = 5); and sites that were accessible to cattle and wild ungulates (n = 6). Values <0 indicate
intense browse regime that limits plant recruitment whereas those > 0 indicate recovery from browse
pressure and potential future gains in plant height. Bars indicate one standard error of the mean.
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Figure 3. Recruitment history of aspen (Populus tremuloides; n = 46), serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia; n =
19) and hawthorn (Crataegus douglasii; n= 38) based on dendrochonology utilizing increment cores from 29
random sites on the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve (2010). Only stems > 2m in height were sampled
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Figure 4. Age distribution of stems > 2m in height on the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve in northeastern Oregon.
Ages of 45 stems of varying girth were determine2049 aspen d via standard dendrochonological methods
using increment cores and adjusting for the number of years required to attain coring height. The best
relationship of age to diameter at core height (DCH) was determined to be the 3rd order polynomial equation
Age = 17.697 + 2.48*DCH - 0.054*(DCH-17.751)^2 + 0.0003722*(DCH-17.751)^3 (JMP 9.0, SAS Institute 2010).
The DCH was measured for an additional 1349 stems. Estimated ages for all stems were then determined
using the age-DCH equation. We categorized each stem as being “Enclosed” (i.e., within a elk/deer/cattleresistant exclosure” or “Not exclosed” (i.e., in area accessible by cattle, deer, and elk). The age distribution
of aspen stems within exclosures (lower histogram) and of those outside exclosures (upper) were
determined.

15
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Figure 5. Photographs documenting conditions of an aspen and deciduous shrub stand inside (top) and
outside (bottom) of a cattle/elk/deer exclosure on the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve. Photos were taken in 2003
shortly after construction of the fence and again in 2010. White arrows indicate points of reference.
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Tables
Table 1. Architecture class of aspen (Populus tremuloides) and deciduous shrub species (Crataegus
douglasii and Amelanchier alnifolia) across 65 survey sites on the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve (2010). A =
arrested; Rt = retrogressed; U = uninterrupted (Keigley 1997).
Not exclosed

Exclosed

Species

A

Rt

U

All Types

A

Rt

U

AllTypes

Exclosed
and Not
Exclosed

Aspen

%100 (4)

%0 (0)

%0 (0)

%3 (4)

%33 (2)

%0 (0)

%67 (4)

%21 (6)

%6 (10)

Serviceberry

%81 (34)

%14 (6)

%5 (2)

%32 (42)

%50 (4)

%0 (0)

%50 (4)

%29 (8)

%32 (50)

Hawthorn

%54 (34)

%46 (29)

%0 (0)

%48 (63)

%45 (5)

%36 (4)

%18 (2)

%39 (11)

%47 (74)

Chokecherry

%67 (14)

%19 (4)

%14 (3)

%16 (21)

%67 (2)

%0 (0)

%33 (1)

%11 (3)

%15 (24)

All Species

%66 (86)

%30 (39)

%4 (5)

%100 (130)

%46 (13)

%14 (4)

%39 (11)

%100 (28)

%100 (158)

Table 2. Live-Dead (LD) index measures for aspen (Populus tremuloides) and deciduous shrub species
(Crataegus douglasii and Amelanchier alnifolia) across 19 sites on the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve (2011).

Cattle, elk, and deer
excluded

Aspen
Serviceberry
Hawthorn

No cattle but elk/deer

Accessible to all ungulates

LD_Index

Std. Dev.

n

LD_Index

Std.
Dev.

n

LD_Index

Std. Dev.

n

23.9
33.9
23.1

20.4
24.8
22.8

8
6
8

N/A
-9.7
-11.0

N/A
7.8
7.1

0
4
5

-30.0
-7.8
-10.9

0.0
9.3
7.2

1
3
6
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Table 3. (a) Ages of a sample of stems (>2m in height) of aspen (Populus tremuloides) and deciduous
shrub species (Crataegus douglasii and Amelanchier alnifolia) on the Zumwalt Prairie Preserve as
determined by dendrochronology in 2010. (b) Estimated ages of all aspen stems above 2m in height
across areas where elk, deer, and cattle have been excluded and areas not exclosed. Estimated ages
determined using regression between dendochronological age and diameter of cored trees. Mean age
was reported for (a) as data approximated a normal distribution where as median is reported for the nonnormal distributions for (b).

(a)

Aspen
Serviceberry
Hawthorn
All Species

n
5
19
38
102

Mean
57.42
36.11
36.53
43.35

Std Dev
22.39
8.82
16.57
n/a

Min
12.00
21.00
11.00
11.00

Max
102
52
92
102

(b)

Not Exclosed
Exclosed
All Areas

n
737
1312
2049

Median
56.00
9.00
32.50

Min
12.00
21.00
12.00
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Max
102
52
102

Exhibit 1

Zumwalt Landowner Elk Management Permission
Sheet 2011
____________________________ Name
____________________________ Ranch Name
____________________________ Address
____________________________ Address
____________________________ Phone Number
____________________________ Phone Number most likely available during fall hunts
HAZING
I will allow elk hazing activities on my property (described below in hunting section) beginning
Dec 12th 2011 and ending approximately May15, 2012. I understand that elk hazers may be
ODFW staff or volunteers or staff of Wallowa Resources. I understand that this activity
inherently has a risk of significant fence damage even though every effort will be made to avoid
such situations and I take responsibility for said damage and any repairs necessary.
___________________________________
Landowner Signature (or authorized manager)

__________________
Date

HUNTING
I will allow hunting on the following properties:
____ The same as 2011 season
____ All my property in the Zumwalt Area
As follows: (Please contact Mark Porter or John Williams if you would like to clarify the
hunting or hazing properties by looking at a map).

______________________________________________________________________________

Zumwalt Prairie Elk Hazing and Habitat Protection
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Hunting will be allowed under the following conditions:
___________ Crow Pine Hunt (Sept 10-16) 2011
___________ Zumwalt 1 (November 19 -27, 2011)
___________ Zumwalt 2 (December 3-11, 2011)
___________ Other
(List:__________________________________________________________)
___________ Land Open to legal Hunting
___________ Number of hunters allowed at one time
To gain access hunters will need to follow the following procedures:
_________ Contact owner/operator at the above phone number
_________ Contact the manager at _________________ phone number
_________ There are no limits on number of hunters
_________ Other:
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Is it OK for Wallowa Resources, OSU Extension, or ODFW to share your contact
information with hunters looking for places to hunt? __________________ (yes or no)
___________Vehicle access is allowed under the following conditions:
________ Only on established roads
________ Off road access for game retrieval is allowed when soil conditions allow
without damage such as rutting, destruction of vegetation etc.
________ Only by permission of owner when need occurs (phone # _____________)
HUNTER PATROLS
___________ I understand the need for (Elk landowner group) patrols and support these patrols
allowing them to enter the property while patrolling
___________ I will participate in the patrolling ___________________ (dates)
Name:
______________________
Signature: ______________________
Zumwalt Prairie Elk Hazing and Habitat Protection
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Access and Habitat Program
Project Evaluation Form
Program Objective: The Access and Habitat Program’s motto, “Landowners &
Hunters Together for Wildlife,” conveys the program’s basic mission to foster
partnerships between landowners and hunters for the benefit of the wildlife they
value. The program also seeks to recognize and encourage the important
contributions made by landowners to the state’s wildlife resource.

Project Name:

Zumwalt Praire Elk Hazing & Habitat
Access
Acres

"Welcome" Private
By-Permission Private
Inaccessible Public*
Accessible Public*

92,000

Habitat
Acres

Project #: 2012-11

Habitat
3
Category:
(range: 1-6; see flow chart
on page 4. Not applicable
to access-only projects)

116,000

Instructions:

Total Score:

19

Total Possible:

36

Complete these sections
Project Type
Access Only
Habitat Only
Access & Habitat

General
Criteria

Access
Criteria

X
X
X

X
X

Habitat
Criteria

X
X

Mark 1 point in the corresponding "Project Score" box for EACH criterion that is met. Example:
for question 2, if partnerships include 4 sports groups, award points for the first 2 criteria. Do not
mark more than 1 point per box. Point schedule is designed to weigh access-only and habitatonly projects equally.
Definitions:
Inaccessible Public*:

Access will be provided through private land to public land that is completely landlocked
(surrounded) by private land, legally precluding public hunting access. Total area includes only
public land within the boundary of private ownership.

Accessible Public*:

Access through private land will improve accessibility to public land. Public land may be
extremely difficult to access otherwise, but is not legally surrounded by private land. Total area
includes only public land that is closer (in linear distance) to the landowner's access point(s) than
any other public access point.
* Access to public land MUST be provided on a "Welcome to Hunt" basis

General Criteria

(mark a "1" in the "Project Score" box for EACH criterion that is met)

1. Habitat Condition

Score 1 point only if the property contains the resource in sufficient abundance/quality to
support target species referenced in questions 11, 15, 16 and 19 (during at least one
season of the year). For habitat projects, use the predicted future condition. Justify your
score.

2. Partnerships

Access Fee
Assessment

Project
Score

Private Inacc.
Land Public

Acc.
Public

Food:

Managed Rangelands, Shrub Species…

1

1

n/a

n/a

Water:

Numerous Springs and Creeks

1

1

n/a

n/a

Cover:
Space:

Primarily managed rangeland with shrubs and riparian areas
Private lands adjacent to USFS lands

1
1

1
1

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

0
0
1
1

1

n/a

n/a

Partners contributing financial or in-kind support:
1 or more Sports groups………………………………………………………….
3 or more Sports groups………………………………………………………….
Educational programs / non-governmental organizations…………………….
Other government agencies or ODFW programs (i.e. OWEB, R&E)……….
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3. Matching Funds

Total matching funds (monetary and in-kind)
> 1% matching funds……………………………………………………………..
> 25% matching funds……………………………………………………………
> 50% matching funds……………………………………………………………

Access Fee
Assessment

Project
Score

1
1
1

1

n/a

n/a

4. Under-rep. Location*

Project is in an under-represented watershed in the A&H Program ………………….

0

0

n/a

n/a

5. Under-rep. Species*

Project provides access to under-represented species in the watershed…………….

0

0

n/a

n/a

6. Damage

Project would mitigate current damage to private property:
Wildlife damage occuring on private property………………………………….
Landowner participates in ODFW damage control programs………………..

1
1

Project located in Wildlife Management Unit with <50% public land…………………..

1

1

n/a

n/a

12
16

7
9

n/a
9

n/a
9

7. Public Land

* lists of under-represented watersheds and species opportunities will be created by
A&H state coordinator and approved by A&H Board
General Total
General Possible

Access Criteria - Applies to private land access that would be provided under the proposed project.
(mark a "1" in the "Project Score" box for EACH criterion that is met)
8. Private access

Private land access type:
Project would provide access to private land…………………………………..
Private land access would be on a "Welcome to Hunt" basis……………….

1
0

Access through private lands would:
improve access to public land………..………....…………..………………....
provide access to otherwise inaccessible public land…………...……...…..

0
0

10.Special Access

Project would provide special youth or disabled hunter access opportunities………….

0

0

n/a

n/a

11.Species Permitted

Species groups include big game, waterfowl, upland birds, turkey, and
predators/varmints.
2+ species groups available and permitted……….……………………………
4+ species groups available and permitted……….……………………………

1
0

1
0

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

12.Harvest Restriction

Landowner would not restrict sex or species permitted for lawful harvest………………

0

0

n/a

n/a

13.Season Restriction

Landowner would not restrict access to any hunting season(s)………………………..

0

0

n/a

n/a

14.Dispersion

Property would provide access to animals pushed off of publicly accessible land during
hunting season………………………………………………………………………………..

1

1

n/a

3
10

2
6
9

n/a
6
n/a

9. Public access

Access Total
Access Possible
Payment Fee Total
Habitat Criteria

(mark a "1" in the "Project Score" box for EACH criterion that is met)

15.Location importance:

Applies to species that the habitat work will benefit. Question structured to equally
weigh big game and game bird projects - score "1" if either item in each bracket is true:
Area populations < 90% of management objective (deer and elk)…………
or:
Project will increase wintering populations of upland birds/waterfowl………

{

Project
Score

0

Area populations < 75% of management objective (deer and elk)………….

or:
{ Project will increase breeding populations
of upland birds/waterfowl………
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0

n/a
5
n/a

16.Conservation Strategy Project addresses Oregon Conservation Strategy (OCS) concerns:
Project action benefits Strategy Habitat or Strategy Species……………….
[above] AND action occurs in Conservation Opportunity Area (COA)………
17.Critical Habitat

18.Habitat Impact

Project
Score

1
1

Applies to the specific GAME habitat that the project will maintain or enhance. Use
accompanying flow chart and definitions to determine habitat category. Definitions are
slightly amended from OAR Division 415 to be game-specific.
Project meets requirements of Habitat Categories 1-4………………………
Project meets requirements of Habitat Categories 1-2………………………

1
0

Describes the predicted impact that the project will have on the habitat. Habitat work
must benefit game species.
Project will increase the habitat quantity/quality >25% per unit treated……
Project will increase the habitat quantity/quality >50% per unit treated……

1
0

Description of habitat impact:

19.Population Impact

Describes the predicted impact that the habitat improvements (excluding external
variables such as weather, etc.) will have on game animals on the project site. Provide
estimates for all targeted species.
Local abundance of at least one game species should increase >25%......
Local abundance of at least one game species should increase >50%......

Species

20.Miscellaneous

Estimated Abundance
PrePosttreatment
treatment

Habitat Total
Habitat Possible

4
10

Grand Total
Total Possible

19
36

Describe other project details that may help with prioritization or fee assessment (i.e.
current market value of similar hunting leases in the vicinity)……….…... NO POINTS
This project is designed to assist landowners who are are experiencing wildlife
damage from big game.
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